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COMMUNITY HEALTH INITIATIVE, HAITI (CHI) QUARTERLY REPORT
QUARTER 4: OCTOBER 1 - DECEMBER 31, 2022

Through the many challenges in this quarter, including continued road
blockades, food and fuel shortages, lockdown, malnutrition, and now
cholera, CHI has persevered, and continues to provide quality, Haitian-led
health care in our partner communities in Arcahaie. We are so grateful for
your support in making this possible! Our dedicated staff in Haiti continually
inspire us with their creative problem-solving, willingness to stay the course,
and commitment to caring for their communities. May we all learn from
their example how to care for each other! 

CHI CLINIC TEAM CONDUCTS HOME
VISITS AND FOOD DISTRIBUTION
CLINIC, NOVEMBER 15-17

With food, fuel and medicines in short
supply in Haiti, and malnutrition taking
its toll in their communities, our clinic
team decided that while it was not
possible to conduct a full clinic, they
could not abandon the patients and
families we serve. Dangé, our Operations
Director, and Dr. Daphené, our Medical
Director, worked together to procure
enough food and medicine for a small
mobile clinic and food distribution. The
team went out on foot, by taptap and
moto to check on our most critical
patients, offer refills and new
prescriptions, as well as provide dried
rice, beans, spaghetti and maggi to the
families. In all, they were able to visit all 5
communities in our catchment area, and
they saw 159 patients and distributed
food to about 200 families.



Our team’s dedication to caring for their communities in these dark times is
what keeps hope alive. We need your help to continue to offer these regular
clinics, which is the only source of health care some of our patients will ever
receive. Our work is entirely sustained by supporters like you, and your tax-
deductible gift helps ensure there are no interruptions in the services
provided by our staff and partners in Haiti.
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SUCCESS STORY: 16-YEAR-OLD
PATIENT GETS LIFE-SAVING CARE,
THANKS TO NOLA! 

Our 5 CHI-trained Community Health
Workers (CHWs) live in the
communities in which they work. This
makes sense, and also has been a
saving grace during this time of peyi
lok, when it is unsafe to travel far from
home. Thus, importantly, their life-
affirming care has been able to
continue throughout the unrest. CHI is
so fortunate to partner with these
leaders. Many of them have been with
CHI since the beginning. Over the
years of caring for their communities,
they have become respected servant
leaders, helping to solve problems and
connect people with resources they
need, in addition to the care and
education they provide on a regular
basis. 
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In October, our CHW supervisor, Nola Fenelon, a sharp and capable leader,
identified a 16-year-old patient who needed to be seen at a hospital for
infection and inflammation in his leg. She consulted with Dr. Daphené, who
alerted our Hospital Referral working group, comprised of CHI volunteer
US-based health care providers. The group reviewed the information and
photos, agreed with the recommendation to get the patient to the hospital,
and approved the use of funds set aside for the program. Despite the quick
response of everyone involved, unfortunately, the road to the hospital was
completely blocked, the only way through on foot or bike, and the family
was too afraid to take the risk. Nola continued to care for the patient,
cleaning the wound and changing bandages on a regular basis, until there
was a window of opportunity to get him to the hospital. Finally, at the end
of December, he was seen and treated by a doctor at the Hospital Réformée
in nearby Saintard. Though it will be a long road to recovery, the patient is
improving quickly, and Nola will continue to look after him as he heals. 
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NEW CRISIS UNFOLDING IN HAITI: CHI’S RESPONSE TO THE CHOLERA
OUTBREAK

In early October 2022, the first cases of cholera were confirmed by the
Haitian Ministry of Public Health and Population, just three years after
getting out from under the 2010 outbreak. A disease caused by the vibrio
cholerae bacteria, it can spread rapidly through the water supply in
situations where modern sanitation is lacking, and can quickly cause severe
dehydration and death. In the case of cholera, clean water is both
prevention and cure. As of January 3, 2023, more than 20,000 suspected
cases of cholera have been reported, with 79% hospitalized. According to
the CDC, “The ongoing social unrest has negatively affected public health
infrastructure, creating an environment that has facilitated the current
resurgence and associated high mortality across the country. In addition,
recent fuel shortages have hindered water treatment efforts and other
cholera response activities nationwide. These factors have reduced the
supply of safe drinking water, forcing an increasing number of residents to
rely on unsafe sources and untreated water, substantially worsening the
cholera outbreak and hindering the response.”  The situation calls for
urgent action and CHI is working hard to offer help.  



MEN ANPIL, CHAY PA LOU.

Many hands make light the work.

–Haitian Proverb

"

"
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We are blessed to have supporters near and far, standing with us as we
grow through the challenges of this current moment. Because of your

support, our staff and partner-providers in Haiti are able to stay the
course through ever-mounting obstacles. There is so much more work
to be done, and together, we will continue this journey we began more

than 10 years ago to create healthy, empowered, self-directed
communities in Haiti, until the work is done!

You can help us continue providing this important service throughout Arcahaie
by supporting our Stop Cholera in Haiti campaign.  

Since 2017, through a partnership with Haiti-based enterprise, Gadyen Dlo
(Water Guardian), CHI has been bringing clean water to homes throughout
Arcahaie. These products, locally produced in Léogâne, consist of a bucket
fitted with a spigot and lid, and bottles of liquid chlorine treatment. CHI trains
and employs agents to sell the products in our catchment area at a subsidized
cost on an ongoing basis. At the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, we were able
to distribute 500 bucket systems in our partner communities to help stop the
spread of the virus. The Gadyen Dlo buckets popped up as hand-washing
stations as well as provided clean water. In the past year, though, with the
lockdown, it has been difficult to get enough product on a consistent basis. As
things started to move in the country again in December, we placed an order
for 500 bucket systems to help stop cholera from taking hold in Arcahaie.
When we receive them, we will distribute these free of charge to help our
Haitian partner communities through this crisis.

https://www.chihaiti.org/donate.html
https://www.flipcause.com/secure/cause_pdetails/MTY1MDUy
http://www.unicef.org/wash/haiti_61142.html

